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1. Introduction

     Fundamental understanding of x-ray interactions with atoms and molecules provides a

basis for applying x-ray methods to complex materials, such as structural determinations b y

x-ray diffraction and extended x-ray absorption fine structure, Compton scattering

measurements of electron-momentum distributions, and determinations of local chemical

environments by x-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy.  This report discusses the

basic physics of x-ray interactions with atoms and molecules relevant to understanding

elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections far from threshold (Sections 3-5) and resonance

and threshold phenomena in x-ray fluorescence (Sections 7-9).  The ideas are discussed in

the context of providing theoretical interpretations of experimental results and are topics of

ongoing theoretical developments.  We also discuss experimental methods of x-ray

spectroscopy using solid-state and wavelength-dispersive spectrometers with excitation

by tunable synchrotron radiation.  The examples discussed are primarily from the authors'

research.  We did not attempt to provide a comprehensive review, but several recent

review articles and research papers are referenced for further information.  The ideas

discussed are general and relevant to understanding fundamental studies and applications

of x-ray scattering and fluorescence.

2. Photon-atom interactions in the x-ray regime

     The primary photon-atom interactions at x-ray energies are photoabsorption and elastic

and inelastic scattering,1 as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a high- and low-Z element.  For incident

energies below the K-shell ionization threshold, photoabsorption dominates as in the

visible and ultraviolet energy ranges.  However, with increasing energy, the

photoabsorption cross section falls as E-7/2, and, especially for low-Z elements, scattering

becomes dominant over a large energy range until the onset of pair production and nuclear

resonant processes at MeV energies.  Photoabsorption, elastic (Rayleigh) and inelastic

(Compton) scattering are the lowest-order interactions between the radiation field and an

electron in an atom.  The non-relativistic interaction Hamiltonian is of the form
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Hint = e2

2mc2
 A2 - e

mc p•A

where p is the electron momentum and A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field.

Photoabsorption, accompanied by photon anniliation, is described by the p•A term in the

expression.  Scattering, however, is a process which conserves photons, and A therefore

must appear an even number of times.  Scattering processes (elastic and inelastic) are

therefore described in lowest order by the A2 term.  These, as well as higher-order

scattering processes, i.e. second-order p•A processes, can be visualized by the

Feynmann diagrams in Fig. 2.  The first-order A2 scattering is the "seagull" diagram (Fig. 2a)

and dominates in regions far from threshold and resonance (Section 3).  The second and

third diagrams result from second-order p•A interactions, with emission first (Fig. 2b) and

absorption first (Fig. 2c).  The diagrams account for infrared divergence (Section 4) and

resonant Raman scattering (Sections 7-9).2  The corresponding equation is known as the

Kramers-Heisenberg formula.3

3. Photon scattering from free atoms

     In contrast to the photoabsorption process, relatively little data exists on the scattering of

photons from free atoms.  The reason for this is clear upon inspection of Fig. 1, where it is

seen that the cross section for scattering is substantially smaller than that for

photoabsorption, being on the order of the Thomson cross section for the scattering from a

free electron, sT = 8pre2/3 = 0.6652 x 10-24 cm2.  The coherent (or Rayleigh) and

incoherent (or Compton) scattering processes are commonly described (within the A2

approximation) by modifying the scattering from a point charge to account for the extended

charge distribution through the use of form factors and incoherent scattering factors, F(k) and

S(k).4  For an unpolarized beam

ds
dW coh

  =   dsT

dW
 F(k)2  = re 2

2  1 + cos2q  F(k)2
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and

ds
dW inc

  =   dsKN

dW
 S(k) = re 2

2   w2
w1

2
  w1

w2
 + w2

w1
 - sin2q   S(k)

Here, hk = h(k2 - k1) and hw = h(w2 - w1) are the momentum and energy transferred in the

scattering, and q is the angle between incident and outgoing photons.  The F(k) and S(k) are

given by,4

F(k) =  i   exp(ik•rn) i ∑
n = 1

Z
 

and

S(k) =  i   exp(ik•(rm - rn) i ∑
n = 1

Z
  -  F(k)2∑

m=1

Z
 

     The form factor approach is important for several reasons.  Essentially all tabulations of

elastic scattering use this approximation to estimate the Rayleigh scattering contribution.5  

Both F(k) and S(k) can be evaluated in terms of ground state wavefunctions and are

conveniently tabulated for theoretical calculations of varying complexity.6   Cross sections

are conveniently defined as a function of only one variable, the momentum transfer k.

Finally, physical interpretations can be given to the measured quantities:  the elastic

scattering form factor F(k) is the Fourier transform of the charge density, and the inelastic

scattering factor S(k) is related to the electron pair distribution function (see Section 5).

Through the impulse approximation, its doubly differential counterpart S(k,w) yields the

electron momentum distributions in the atom.7   Both are widely used to study complex

materials8 and charge density distributions.9  However, the range of validity of the form

factor approach is limited at low energies due to the neglect of binding, and, at high energies

and large angles, due to the assumption of low momentum transfer hk < mc.10   

     Theoretical approaches that go beyond the form factor and incoherent scattering factor

have been developed recently.  For a review of these second-order S-matrix calculations
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of Rayleigh scattering see Kissel et al. ,11 and for Compton scattering see Bergstrom and

Pratt.2  They are generally considered state-of-the-art, and treat both the A2 and the

second-order p•A terms simultaneously in a fully relativistic framework.  For Rayleigh

scattering, the additional dynamical terms correspond to the anomalous scattering factors,

which alter the phase and magnitude of the scattered photon field due to absorption in the

atom.  For Compton scattering these second-order terms correspond to Raman scattering

and the infrared divergence.  These general methods which treat the interaction to higher

order require considerable computational effort, and necessarily treat the atomic

wavefunctions using the independent particle approximation (IPA).  It is of interest to

understand the improvements relative to simpler methods which are able to treat the target

more accurately.

     Discrepancies between the S-matrix calculations and tabulations based on other theories

are fairly substantial in light elements, even at energies high enough where the S-matrix and

the tabulations agree in higher-Z elements.  Only four early experiments exist for scattering

from free atoms,12-15 the case for which cross sections are usually calculated.  Wollan12

measured total scattering in various gases relative to H2.  Experimental uncertainties at this

early stage of instrumentation made comparison with theory difficult.14  Chipman and

Jennings13 carefully measured absolute total scattering cross sections for rare gases at 17.4

keV and angles <32° and confirmed form factor calculations using then-current theory to

estimate the inelastic component.  Ice et al. ,14 using synchrotron radiation, measured total

cross sections in H2 and He, and found evidence for electron correlation effects.  Smend

and Czerwinski15 focused on the large angle elastic scattering in Kr and Xe at 59.54 keV,

finding better agreement with the S-matrix than with form factor calculations.  In light of recent

theoretical developments,2 it is of general interest to understand the regions of validity for

the various calculational methods and develop generalized schemes for the prediction of
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scattering cross-sections, angular distributions, and polarization dependencies.  In an initial

experiment at Argonne's Advanced Photon Source (APS), Compton and Rayleigh

scattering from Ne were measured between 11 and 22 keV, where sizable differences (up

to 16%) existed between the S-matrix and form-factor calculations of the elastic scattering

channel.16

     Early measurements did not resolve the Compton and Rayleigh components,12-14

making detailed comparison with theory difficult.   Two modern advances enable higher

quality scattering data:  1) high incident photon flux at synchrotron sources coupled with high-

resolution crystal monochromators enables gas-phase experiments, and 2) advances in

theoretical methods permit scattering cross sections to be placed with high precision

(≈0.5%) on an absolute scale by comparison to well-known cross sections for He.

Although crystal spectrometers provide significantly better resolution (e.g. ∆E/E ≈ 10-4 for

Si (111)), there are advantages to using relatively low-resolution (∆E/E ≈ 3%) solid state

detectors in some situations.  First, solid state detectors, such as Si(Li)s, permit

simultaneous data collection over the entire usable energy range (Si(Li)s have efficiencies

>10%  from ≈1 to 60 keV) as opposed to the small energy window available using crystal

spectrometers.  Second, because of their high efficiencies, absolute scattering cross

sections can be obtained simply using well-characterized solid state detectors to make

measurements relative to He and using theory to put values on an absolute scale.  Third,

solid state detectors, being compact, can be arranged to subtend large solid angles for

efficient coincidence experiments.

     For this first experiment, only ratios are measured: 1) total scattering in Ne to He, and 2)

Compton to Rayleigh scattering in Ne, thus circumventing several difficult absolute

measurements, e.g. x-ray flux and detector efficiency.   In the energy range 11-22 keV,

which is far above the Ne K-edge (870 eV), the Compton and Rayleigh scattering cross

sections are comparable and the IPA may be reasonably well-justified.  The total cross

section for x-ray scattering from He in this energy range is dominated by the Compton
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channel, with the Rayleigh contribution ranging from ≈5-0.1%.  Calculations for x-ray

scattering cross sections from He4-6 are in good agreement and are assumed to be correct.

     In order to compare measured cross sections with theory, it is important to eliminate

uncertainties due to the polarization of the incident x-ray beam and variations therein during

the measurement process.  This can be done using the configuration shown in Fig. 3, which

measures simultaneously the scattering yield in two detectors placed 90° azimuthally about

the photon beam propagation axis.  The average yield in the two detectors is the

polarization-independent differential scattering cross section.  Monochromatic x-rays incident

on the gas sample create a line source viewed by the two well-characterized Si(Li)

detectors.  Higher harmonics in the incident x-ray beam are not a direct factor here, since

they are resolved in the Si(Li) detectors, but can be monitored using ion chambers and

suitable attenuators.    

     An example of the scattering data is shown in Fig. 4, which shows an empty cell

spectrum followed by spectra from Ne at 11, 15, 18, and 22 keV.  The empty cell

spectrum is featureless (no window scattering) and serves as a good measure of

background.   After background subtraction, the yields were corrected for detector livetime,

window and gas attenuation, x-ray intensity and pressure dependence.    The ≈1% errors

associated with these early measurements of the total scattering cross sections are

composed of:  statistical error (≈0.2%) and systematic errors due to 1) variations in

background (≈0.2%), 2) extrapolation to zero pressure (≈0.4%), and 3) run-to-run variation

in He normalization (≈0.7%).  Reductions in systematic errors are expected in a double-cell

arrangement where both the He reference gas and the Ne sample gas can be measured

simultaneously.

     Separation of the Compton and Rayleigh components in the spectra requires detailed

knowledge of both the instrumental response and the lineshape associated with the

Compton scattering.  For a Si(Li) detector operated in this energy range the response to a

monochromatic x-ray input can be modeled as a Gaussian peak with a minor (≈0.5%) low-

energy exponential tail and a small (≈0.1%) escape peak. The detailed response of the
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detectors can be determined through calibration using radioactive sources.17  However, the

most reliable measurements come from an in situ calibration using, e.g., Compton scattering

from He or fluorescence from Kr.  The in situ measurements are important in that they

quantify the width of the Gaussian response during the experiment.  The Gaussian peak

standard deviation is characterized by s2  = a + bE, where E is the incident photon energy

and a and b are calibration constants.  It was found that the lineshape associated with

Compton scattering can be modeled adequately in the peak region using impulse

approximation Compton profiles18 in a Monte-Carlo simulation17 (see Fig. 5).  In using the

tabulated Compton profiles to fit the data, it is extremely important to include kinematic

cutoffs for each subshell (see Figs. 6 and 7).  The amplitudes and positions of the

generated Compton and Rayleigh lineshapes were varied in a four-parameter fit to the

experimental data (see Fig. 8).  While the overlap between the Compton and Rayleigh

scattering is substantial at 11 keV, the separation is reliable to ≈8%.  The error in the

Compton/Rayleigh ratio decreases to ≈2% at 22 keV.  

     With these precise measurements of ratios (total scattering from Ne relative to He and

Compton to Rayleigh scattering from Ne), detailed comparisons with theory are feasible.

The analysis reveals the importance of including electron exchange and electron correlation

in the atomic wavefunctions and the dynamical-scattering effects  (second order p•A terms)

in accurate calculations of scattering cross sections for low-Z atoms.  Since no theory to date

includes all of these effects simultaneously, a perturbative method was prescribed to obtain

predictions with 1% accuracy.16  

     Outstanding challenges in this area of research are 1) understanding the limitations of this

perturbative correction method at lower momentum transfers, where cross-terms between

the largest corrections, the exchange (10%) and dynamical effects (5%), will increase; 2)

understanding the angular dependence of the anomalous scattering factors, where the

common assumption is angle independence, but ≈40% differences have been

predicted19; 3) understanding and developing theoretical models for anomalous scattering
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near absorption edges.20  Research of this type impacts a number of fields, because form

and structure factors are widely used for structure determination and radiation transport

calculations.  Yet no single theory is presently adequate, due to the need to include both

the x-ray interaction and the atomic wavefunction accurately.

4.  Subshell-specific Compton scattering:  infrared divergence

     The previous section focused on the inelastic scattering spectrum near the Compton

peak.  In this section, the focus is on the inelastic scattering cross section d2s/dWdw at low

energy, which has been predicted to diverge as 1/w,  as w Æ 0, where w is the scattered

photon energy.  The implication of an inelastic scattering spectrum which is infrared divergent

is that the cross section is undefined unless a lower energy limit to the detection system is

specified.  The theoretical situation is clear, with considerations on general grounds,21 non-

relativistic calculations,22 and relativistic S-matrix calculations23 all in agreement about the

existence of an infrared divergence (IRD).  However, the experimental situation is not as

clear. There is not, to date, an unambiguous observation of the onset of the infrared rise.

Early reports of an infrared divergent rise for scattering from the L-shell of Zr24 were

questioned by Marchetti and Franck25 who suggested that  the observed rise could be due

to interatomic bremsstrahlung following photoeffect.  Manninen et al.26 later observed an

infrared divergent rise, but concluded that it was due entirely to photoelectron

bremsstrahlung in the target.  The magnitude of bremsstrahlung is a function of the thickness

of the target, and therefore questions have been raised as to the correct procedure for its

subtraction.23   All of the studies above were performed on solid targets, motivating our use

of a thin gas target in order to minimize the interatomic bremsstrahlung correction.

     The approach taken for this experiment was to isolate the scattering from the K-subshell

in gaseous Ar, where the predicted infrared rise of the cross section was accessible to the

energy range of Si(Li) detectors.  Compton scattering from the K-shell of Ar was identified
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by detecting the Ka,b fluorescence photon in coincidence with the Compton-scattered

photon.  The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 9.  In this view, the incident x-ray

beam is normal to the page and traverses Ar gas which fills the region between the

detectors.  Monochromatic 40 keV x-rays from the bending-magnet beamline at the Basic

Energy Sciences Synchrotron Radiation Center of the APS were incident on the Ar target.

At 40 keV, the ratio of photoabsorption to Compton scattering in Ar is ≈7, and the

fluorescence quantum yield is ≈12%, therefore the relative photon yields are well-matched

for the two processes. Since the incident x-rays are polarized in the horizontal plane, the

Compton scattering is maximized in the vertical direction toward Si(Li) 1 and Si(Li) 2 which

have the largest solid angles.   During the experiment, the energies and relative arrival times

of photons hitting Si(Li)s 1, 2, and 3 were recorded in “event” mode.  This permits resorting

the data after the experiment to further explore the coincidences and correlations between

all three detectors.  Secondary scattering into the detectors was minimized by lead

shielding, and photoelectron penetration into the detectors was reduced by placing kapton

film over the detector entrance apertures.

     A spectrum of the difference in the arrival times of photons in Detectors 1 and 2 is shown

in Fig. 10.  The large spike at zero time corresponds to the “prompt” coincidences, where

both detectors simultaneously detect photons, but contains both "true" and some "random"

events.  The remainder of the spectrum is completely due to random coincidences

exhibiting the complex time structure of the APS storage ring.  "True" coincidences are

defined as (prompt - random) coincidences.  The periodicity of the broad envelope is due

to the revolution time of a single pulse in the storage ring (≈3.6 ms), and the fine structure

corresponds to the ª100 ns between filled buckets.

     The correlated energy spectra in Detectors 1 and 2 within the t = 0 peak are shown in

two dimensions in Fig. 11a.  Making the appropriate cuts on the Ka,b line (≈3 keV) in

Detectors 1 and 2 will yield the inelastic scattering spectrum from the K-shell.  The Ka,b lines

are only faintly visible in this view, and correspond to horizontal and vertical lines starting

from the spot near the lower left corner.  It is clear from Fig. 11a that substantial
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contamination of the true coincidences is present.  The contamination is due primarily to

detector-detector scattering in this particular pair of detectors.  For example, the diagonal

lines extending from ≈40 keV from both axes corresponds to the constant sum-energy line.

True coincidences along this line can originate from Rayleigh scattering off the target into

Detector 1 and subsequent Compton backscattering into Detector 2, leading to the sharp

diagonal line.  A similar explanation holds for the diffuse spots, which originate from

Compton scattering from the target.  These crosstalk events vanish in coincidences of

Detectors 1 or 2 with the horizontal Detector 3 (see Fig. 11b).

     Figure 12 shows the resulting true coincidence spectrum after the appropriate time and

energy cuts on the data have been made.  Overlaid as a solid line is the singles spectrum

for comparison. The Rayleigh line is offscale at 40 keV.  The full-atom Compton spectrum

peaks around 37 keV and is dominated by scattering from outer shells with narrower

electron-momentum distributions.  A comparison of the coincidence spectrum with an

impulse approximation18 K-shell profile is in reasonable agreement, as shown in Fig. 13.

The rise at low energy is somewhat larger than predicted for infrared divergence, and is

probably mostly photoelectron bremsstrahlung.   An improved experiment, with better

detector geometry and pressure-dependent measurements, is necessary to isolate the

IRD.  However, the excess in the coincidence spectrum at the Ka,b energy (ª3 keV) is

interesting in that it suggests the creation of a double-K vacancy state.  This observation has

led to further studies of the cross section for double-K vacancy production which will be

reported elsewhere.    

     Of general interest are the analyses of pulsed synchrotron sources for inelastic scattering

studies using coincidence techniques.27,28  Although the fluxes from synchrotron sources are

extremely high relative to radioactive sources, the measurement time for a given signal-to-

noise ratio is not significantly reduced.  This results from the fact that the true coincidence rate

is proportional to Ie1e2 whereas the random coincidence rate is proportional to I2e1e2t,

where I is the incident x-ray intensity, e1 and e2  are the detection efficiencies for the
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scattered and fluorescence photon, and t is the time resolution of the detector system.

Therefore, the ratio of true-to-random events is maximized as I Æ 0, so the high intensity

from third-generation synchrotron sources is not necessarily utilized during the measurement

process, albeit being extremely useful during setup of the experiment.  The principal

advantage of these new sources for such experiments lies in the tunability and narrow

bandwidth of the beam.

5. Inelastic scattering probes of electron pair correlation and other properties

     High energy x-ray scattering is regarded as an effective probe of target properties,

because the photon-atom interaction is impulsive, allowing the first Born (A2)

approximation to be made.29   With this approximation, cross sections are factored into two

terms,  dealing with the projectile and the target separately.  Target properties are contained

in the generalized oscillator strength (GOS) df k, w
dw

,

df  k, w
dw

  = w
R ka0 2   f  exp(ik•rn)∑

n=1

Z
  i 

2
∑

f

where k and w are the momentum and energy transferred in the scattering process.  Here,

·f and iÒ are the final and initial states of the target atom with Z electrons, rn the radial

vector from the nucleus of the nth electron, ao the Bohr radius, and R the Rydberg constant.  

The GOS is closely related to the dynamic structure factor, S(k,w), and the doubly-

differential inelastic scattering spectrum, (d2s/dWdw).  The Bethe surface (a three-

dimensional representation of df(k,w)/dw as a function of ln(ka0)2 and w) gives the best

visualization of the GOS.   Complete studies of any Bethe surface using inelastic x-ray

scattering are difficult due to the small cross section and the need to reliably remove the

intense elastic scattering peak.  Some studies have been done using x-ray scattering,30 but

most have used electron scattering on gaseous targets.31  Many properties can be
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calculated from the GOS, e.g. polarizability, dielectric response, and the electron pair

correlation function.32  

     Here the focus is on the static structure factor, S(k), and its well-known sensitivity to

electron correlation.5    Originally outlined by Waller and Hartree in 1929, the total (elastic

plus inelastic) scattering cross section can be inverted to yield the electron pair distribution

function, h(r12), the radial probability of finding an electron r12 away from another.  This can

be easily seen by rearrangement of the following expression for S(k),

S(k) = Z + 2 exp(ik•r12) h(r12) dr12 - F(k)2 .

The pair distribution is strongly affected by Coulomb correlation and therefore

measurements of total scattering cross sections can, in principle, discern IPA from models

including correlation. This was demonstrated on H2 and He in the first study using

synchrotron radiation14 and in others using x-ray tubes.33  Bonham34 pointed out that the

interpretation of these results was based upon a simplified theory, where the questionable

issue is that doubly-differential cross sections are commonly measured at fixed-angle and

not fixed momenum transfer as required by Waller-Hartree theory.  He derived formulae for

(ds/dW)inel µ S(k),  where the quantity (d2s/dWdw)inel was integrated over energy transfer

for the cases of constant scattering angle and constant momentum transfer.     

     Recently, measurements of S(k) have been obtained by integrating the energy- and

angle-resolved x-ray inelastic scattering spectrum on a variety of liquids after correction for

background, detector efficiency, and elastic scattering.35    The absolute scale was then

determined using the Bethe sum rule.29  The variation of the value of the momentum

transfer over the spectra was ignored in the analysis.  Comparison of S(k) to theoretical

calculations using wavefunctions varying in complexity from the simplest independent atom

model (IAM) to the configuration interaction singles and doubles (CISD), shows markedly

improved agreement when both electron correlation and chemical binding effects are
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included.  However, discrepancies of order 10% remain.  Various sources of these

discrepancies were suggested:  breakdown of the first Born approximation, neglect of

molecular vibrations, and relativistic effects.  The studies described in Section 316 show that

corrections to cross sections calculated by the simplest A2 theory, i.e. first Born

approximation, can be substantial.  Refined measurements to determine S(k) in gases are

currently in progress at Argonne.  These are expected to reveal the relative importance of

the corrections which should be applied to calculations using the A2 approximation.

6. Experimental methods for x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy

     Ejection of a deep inner-shell electron by photoabsorption or particle impact produces a

vacancy state which rapidly relaxes (~10-15 s) by a radiative (x-ray fluorescence) or

radiationless (Auger electron emission) process.  Here we will focus on x-ray fluorescence

spectra (XFS) recorded with wavelength-dispersive spectrometers to resolve electronic

states.  Characteristic XFS can be excited by particle impact or non-resonant x-ray

absorption using laboratory sources and has long been studied.36  However, we focus

here on variations of XFS when tunable synchrotron radiation is used to excite inner-shell

electrons to Rydberg or valence-like resonant states or to low-energy continuum states near

the ionization threshold.  The photoexcitation and decay processes are coupled at inner-

shell resonances and thresholds, producing several interesting phenomena in XFS of

atomic, molecular, and solid-state samples.37,38  We begin with a discussion of

experimental methods.

     Deslattes et al.39 performed pioneering experiments on Ar Kb XFS which demonstrated

the potential of tunable synchrotron radiation for studies of inner-shell threshold phenomena.

Subsequently, a beamline dedicated to x-ray spectroscopy in the energy range ª1-5 keV

was developed at Brookhaven's National Synchrotron Light Source.40  Several XFS

experiments have been performed on atoms, molecules, and solids using a curved-crystal
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spectrometer with position-sensitive detector.41  A diagram of the instrumentation used for

gas-phase studies is shown in Fig. 14.  The beamline40 uses a bending-magnet source of

synchrotron radiation, followed by a collimating mirror, double-crystal monochromator, and

focusing mirror.  Using Si(111) crystals in the double-crystal monochromator42 typically

provides a flux ª1011 s-1 at 3.2 keV (the Ar K-edge) at a bandwidth of ª0.8 eV.

     The focused x-ray beam passes through a target gas cell, and fluorescent x-rays

emitted normal to the incident x-ray beam are dispersed by a curved crystal43 and

detected by a position-sensitive proportional counter (PSPC).44  Thin windows of low-Z

material, such as 13 mm polypropylene, are used to contain the sample gas while providing

high transmission of x-rays into and out of the gas cell.  Ionization chambers or thin-foil

photocurrent detectors are used to measure the intensities of the incident and transmitted x-

ray beam, providing absorption spectra and normalization for variations in beam intensity.

The incident x-rays pass through a path length of ª10 mm of sample gas, and the pressure

(ª100 torr) is adjusted to absorb 30-50% of the incident x-rays.  This produces an

extended source of fluorescent x-rays accepted by the curved crystal.  By placing the

target cell inside the Rowland circle defined by the crystal and detector and using a position-

sensitive detector, a range of x-ray energies is recorded simultaneously.41  Typically, the

acceptance window of the PSPC is wide enough to simultaneously record the entire XFS

of interest for a given experiment, so there is no need to normalize the recorded spectrum

for variations in the intensity of the incident x-ray beam.  Parallel recording of the XFS is

crucial, since the total counting rates are typically 10-100 s-1.  Once the spectrometer angle

is set to record a given XFS, the sample gas is replaced with N2 to measure the dispersion

and sensitivity across the PSPC window by elastic x-ray scattering.  The target cell is then

refilled with sample gas, and variations in the XFS are studied as the incident x-ray energy

is scanned through resonances and threshold.
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     The small collection solid angle of the spectrometer is compensated by use of large

sample gas densities to absorb a large fraction of the incident x-rays.  Such high sample

pressures are incompatible with electron or ion spectroscopy but are suitable for x-ray

spectroscopy.  Since the energies of the x-ray fluorescence lines are shifted down from the

energy of the inner-shell absorption edge, absorption of the fluorescent x-rays by the

sample gas is due to shallower subshells (at energies far above their edges) and is much

smaller (ª10%) than for the incident x-rays.  Although the results are not discussed here,

measurements of resonant elastic x-ray scattering45 are sensitive to absorption in the gas

cell, so the path length of scattered x-rays through the sample gas is minimized, and the

pressure dependence of the scattered intensities is measured.  A related issue is the

possibility of quenching the vacancy states due to collisions with other sample gas

molecules.  However, the mean time between collisions for a sample gas at 760 torr and

15°C is ª10-10 s,46 much longer than the ª10-15 s of an x-ray fluorescence process, so

collisional effects are negligible.

     Synchrotron radiation from a bending magnet source is highly linearly polarized when

viewed along the stored-electron orbital plane with a narrow vertical acceptance.47  For the

beamline in Ref. 40, 95% linear polarization is calculated for typical use of ±80 mrad vertical

acceptance.  The degree of linear polarization is enhanced by the double-crystal

monochromator when the Bragg angles are near 45°.  The linear-polarization selectivity of

the curved-crystal spectrometer can also be quite high.41  In particular, several polarization-

dependent studies have been made on Cl-containing molecules of Cl K-V x-ray emission,

in which a valence electron fills a vacancy in the Cl K-shell.48-52  For incident x-ray energies

near the Cl K-edge (ª2820-2880 eV) and for the Cl K-V x-ray fluorescence (ª2800-2820

eV), the Bragg angles for Si(111) crystals are ª43°-45°, giving essentially complete

polarization selectivity.  Polarization-selective measurements have also been made on S-

containing molecules53,54 and on atomic Ar.55,56  The curved-crystal spectrometer in Fig. 14
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can be rotated about the emitted x-ray direction to measure the fluorescence polarization,48

or it can be rotated about the incident x-ray beam direction to measure the angular

distribution of polarized fluorescence.51  Such measurements give information on the spatial

alignment of resonantly-excited molecules and on the symmetries of the electronic states

(Section 8).

     We have recently performed x-ray spectroscopy experiments using ª12-14 keV x-

rays on a high-brightness undulator beamline at Argonne's APS.  The beamline uses a

double-crystal monochromator57 with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled, thin Si(111) crystal58 which

maintains resolution and brightness despite the high power density of the undulator beam.

The beamline has been used for a variety of experiments over the energy range ª3-28

keV, and provides a flux ª1013 s-1 in a bandwidth   ∆E/E ª 1.8 x 10-4.  X-ray fluorescence

experiments were performed on the K-shells of Kr and Br2 using the spectrometer system

shown in Fig. 15.  Beamline x-rays pass through the target gas cell with ion chambers front

and back to measure the intensities of the incident and transmitted beam.  An incident x-ray

beam passing through a gas target typically produces a line-like source of fluorescent x-

rays, and the spectrometer was optimized for this geometry.  A 5-10 mm line of x-ray

fluorescence produced in the sample cell was collimated with apertures, dispersed by two

flat Si(111) crystals oriented in high-resolution dispersive geometry, and detected by a NaI

scintillator.  The crystals are positioned on precision translational and rotary stages under

computer control to allow more complex experimental geometries in the future, including

curved-crystal scans along the Rowland circle.  In the present geometry, x-ray spectra were

recorded by step-scanning the first crystal with the second crystal fixed.  This varies the

Bragg angle defined by the two-crystal system at one-half the angular speed as the

included angle.  A double-flat-crystal system was chosen for initial experiments to allow the

resolution to approach the theoretical limit for Si(111) (∆E/E = 1.41 x 10-4).59  However, the

resolution was limited by the ª4 mm width of the incident x-ray beam, which was used
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without focusing in early experiments.  The initial results obtained on resonance and

threshold effects at Kr and Br2 K-shells complement studies at lower x-ray energies made

with the instrumentation in Fig. 14.  However, higher resolution is needed to resolve valence

molecular orbitals in K-V XFS such as for Br2 at 13.4 keV.  Future versions of the x-ray

spectrometer could use a curved crystal and position-sensitive detector to increase

efficiency, but with a high-resolution reflection such as Si(333).  Beamline focusing mirrors

will also be used to produce an intense, narrow source of fluorescent x-rays in the target gas

cell.

7. X-ray resonant Raman scattering from atoms

     When an atomic inner-shell vacancy is produced by particle impact or photoionization far

above threshold, the resulting XFS has characteristic energies, intensities, and line shapes.

A two-step model, in which the vacancy creation process and radiative decay process are

treated independently, is adequate to describe the XFS.  However, when vacancies are

produced by photoabsorption at energies near resonances or the ionization threshold, the

XFS is modified and is sensitive to the precise energy and bandwidth of the incident x-ray

beam.  In that case, the vacancy excitation and decay steps are coupled and described as

a one-step, resonant inelastic scattering process.60  Numerous studies have been reported

on this phenomenon, termed x-ray resonant Raman scattering (XRRS), and it continues to

be an active field of research.37,38  Key early experiments include those of Sparks,61

Eisenberger et al.,62 and Briand et al.63  The variations in x-ray spectral energies, intensities,

and line shapes observed in those experiments are well explained by theoretical

treatments62,64,65 based on the resonant term of the Kramers-Heisenberg formulation of

photon-scattering processes.3,45,60  There is much current interest in using XRRS to study

electronic structure of solids66 and the dynamics of  molecules excited at inner-shell
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resonances.67  Here we simply discuss XRRS from atoms, but the ideas are relevant to

understanding experiments on complex targets.

     Deslattes et al.39 and Cowan45 reported variations in Ar x-ray spectra excited below the

K-ionization threshold, at the 1s Æ 4p resonance, and just above threshold which

demonstrate XRRS features including linear dispersion, asymmetric line shapes, and line

width narrowing.  Those observations are consistent with the theoretical study of Tulkki68

showing the evolution of XRRS into Ka and Kb XFS as the incident x-ray energy is

scanned through Ar K edge resonances and threshold.  To further characterize atomic

XRRS, MacDonald et al.69 measured Xe La1,2 (L3M4,5) and Lb2,15 (L3N4,5) x-ray spectra

as the incident x-ray energy was scanned across the L3 edge.  Figure 16 shows a Xe La1,2

spectrum, in which 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 electrons fill the 2p3/2 vacancy.  This spectrum was

recorded ª27 eV above the L3 ionization energy I(2p3/2) = 4786.3 ± 0.6 eV,70 and the

energies, intensities, and line shapes are representative of characteristic fluorescence.71

The excitation energy is sufficiently above threshold to use the two-step model.  First, the

photoelectron carries off the excess energy hn - I(2p3/2), leaving a 2p3/2 hole state.

Second, the radiative transition proceeds with x-ray fluorescence lines appearing at

I(2p3/2) - I(3d5/2) = 4110.09 ± 0.02 eV

and

I(2p3/2) - I(3d3/2) = 4097.38 ± 0.03 eV,

where I(nlj) is the subshell ionization energy.71  Symmetric Voigt line shapes are observed,

with Lorentzian widths equal to the sum of the lifetime widths72 of a 2p3/2 hole (2.9 eV) and

a 3d hole (0.5 eV) convoluted with a Gaussian instrumental width (ª1.6 eV).  The relative

intensities of the two lines are determined by the ·3dj|r|2p3/2Ò, j = 3/2,5/2 dipole matrix
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elements and multiplicity factors.  The XFS in Fig. 16 does not depend on the precise

energy or bandwidth of the incident x-rays, as long as the energy is far above threshold.73

     Figure 17 shows the Xe L3 absorption edge measured and fit by Breinig et al.70 to

components consisting of 2p Æ ns, n = 6, 7, 8, ... and 2p Æ nd, n = 5, 6, 7, ... Rydberg

series leading to the 2p Æ es, ed continuum threshold.  Spin-orbit quantum numbers are

neglected here for simplicity.  Also, as indicated in Fig. 17, the ns Rydberg series is

relatively weak and will be neglected.  The Rydberg and continuum components have

been broadened to reflect the 2.9 eV lifetime width of a 2p hole and strongly overlap.  In

XRRS theory,60 the Rydberg and continuum excitations indicated in Fig. 17 participate as

intermediate states in an inelastic-scattering process:

Xe + g(in) Æ {Xe[2p]5d, 6d, 7d, ..., ed} Æ Xe[3d]5d, 6d, 7d, ..., ed + g(out)

where [nl]n'l' represents a state with a vacancy in the nl subshell and an electron in the n'l'

subshell and { } indicates intermediate states.  A Rydberg series of bound final states is

produced:  [3d]nd, n = 5, 6, 7, ..., with a [3d]ed continuum state at the series limit, i.e., the

same final state as in the x-ray fluorescence process.  For the bound final states, the

scattered x-ray spectrum displays peaks at fixed energy losses:

E(out) = E(in) - I([3d]nd), n = 5, 6, 7, ....  

The bound-state peaks therefore display Raman-like linear dispersion as the incident x-ray

energy is varied, and their lifetime widths are that of a 3d hole (0.5 eV) rather than a 2p hole

(2.9 eV).  This is the origin of the use of XRRS spectra to study inner-shell electronic

structure at higher resolution than the inner-shell lifetime.66  Of course, the bandwidths of the

incident x-ray beam and of the x-ray spectrometer must be narrow to take advantage of

this effect.  The distribution over intermediate states depends on the precise energy of the

incident x-rays and will be modified by convolution over the incident bandwidth.68  Similarly,

structure present in the scattered x-ray spectrum will be broadened by the spectrometer

bandwidth.
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     The distinguishing feature in XRRS spectra associated with the [3d]ed continuum final

state is that at incident x-ray energies in the range from below the 2p ionization threshold to

several lifetime widths above threshold, there is insufficient energy to fully develop the x-

ray fluorescence peak.  This is a simple consequence of energy conservation.68  How can

the continuum final state be observed "below threshold"?  Richtmyer et al.74 showed that

the inner-shell lifetime width broadens the continuum edge jump into an arctangent shape

extending below the nominal ionization energy, as shown in Fig. 17.  LeBrun75 showed

how energy-conservation arguments can explain the main features observed in XRRS

spectra.  In the inelastic-scattering picture, the threshold for producing a 3d5/2 hole is the

ionization energy, 676 eV, which is far below the 2p threshold.  However, the cross

sections for photon-scattering processes are relatively small in the absense of resonant

intermediate states.  The cross sections increase many orders-of-magnitude when the

incident photon energy approaches the 2p resonance and threshold region.3,60

     The Xe La1,2 x-ray spectra recorded as the incident x-ray energy was scanned across

the L3 resonances and threshold are shown in Fig. 18 in a perspective plot.  The first eight

spectra, recorded at incident energies from 12.8 eV to 2.5 eV below threshold, are plotted

overlapping each other in Fig. 19 to show how the lineshape develops with increasing

energy.  As energy is increased above threshold, the peak positions remain fixed at the

characteristic energies and the Lorentzian tails on the high-energy sides increasingly

develop.  The bandwidths of the incident x-ray beam (ª2 eV) and of the x-ray

spectrometer (ª1.6 eV) blended the contributions of bound and continuum states and

limited the observation of detailed structure which is expected to be present.68  However,

the weak remnant of the bound states can be seen in Fig. 18 dispersing away from the

fluorescence peak above threshold.  The variations with incident x-ray energy of the Xe
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La1,2 x-ray spectra in Figs. 18 and 19 and similar variations for Xe Lb2,15 x-ray spectra69

are consistent within experimental resolution with XRRS features calculated by Tulkki.68

     In XRRS theory,60 the cross sections for various final states are, in principle, sensitive to

interference among the intermediate-state excitation amplitudes.  In practice, atomic XRRS

spectra have been modeled using the independent electron approximation in which

interference effects are neglected.45,68,75  In this approximation, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the final-state cross sections and the lifetime-broadened resonant

shapes of the intermediate states indicated in Fig. 17.  The implication is that XRRS can be

used essentially to measure a high-resolution absorption spectrum.66  However, in the

context of solid samples, Carra et al.76 emphasized that XRRS spectra are sensitive to

many-electron effects and must be interpreted with caution.  In the case of radiationless

decay in atoms, which involves two continuum electrons (photoelectron and Auger

electron), post-collision interaction and relaxation effects are relatively strong.60  Armen et

al.77 recently reported an experimental and theoretical study of Auger resonant Raman

scattering across the Xe L3 edge, the radiationless analog to the XRRS study of

MacDonald et al.69  Inclusion of relaxation and interference among intermediate-state

amplitudes is required to explain the variations of Auger final-state intensities with excitation

energy.77  Similar effects have been calculated and measured in Auger resonant Raman

scattering at the Ar K-edge.78,79

     Breinig et al.70 also measured the Kr K absorption edge and fit it to the form of a 1s Æ

np, n = 5, 6, 7, ... Rydberg series and ionization threshold.  Schaphorst et al.80 remeasured

the Kr K edge and found that calculated absorption cross sections for the Rydberg states

and continuum edge underestimate the measured total cross section.  To investigate XRRS

at the Kr K edge, we used the double-crystal x-ray spectrometer shown in Fig. 15 to
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measure Ka1,2 x-ray emission spectra.  A selection of the measured spectra is shown in

Fig. 20.  Asymmetric line shapes are observed at incident energies below threshold due to

truncation of the fluorescent peaks, just as observed in Fig. 19 for Xe La1,2 XRRS spectra.

Using Si(111) crystals, the bandwidths of the incident x-ray beam (ª4.7 eV) and of the

spectrometer (ª2.4 eV) were too large to resolve bound final states in the Ka1,2 x-ray

spectra in Fig. 20.  However, the method of Hämäläinen et al.66 was used to search for

resonance and threshold effects by comparing the high-resolution x-ray fluorescence yield

(HRXY) with the total absorption cross section.

     The HRXY is defined here as the relative intensity of emitted x-rays in the spectrometer

bandwidth centered on the Ka1 characteristic peak energy (ª12649 eV).  The structure

observed in a HRXY spectrum66,69 can be understood heuristically by analogy to the Xe

La1,2 spectra in Fig. 18.  The integral over emission energy of the 2D spectrum in Fig. 18

would give a 1D spectrum analogous to the absorption spectrum in Fig. 17.  Note that the

large resonant peak in Fig. 18, which corresponds to excitation of the Rydberg series,

includes a clearly visible tail, the central energy of which disperses one-to-one with incident

x-ray energy.  As a function of incident energy, the intensity integrated over emission

energy represents a Lorentzian with a natural width corresponding to the core-hole lifetime.

With better resolution, we expect the integrated peak intensity to mirror the partial

contributions indicated by the fit in Fig. 17.  This raises two important points.  First, the 2D

spectra provide an experimental approach to disentangling contributions from different final

states in the absorption spectrum and to verifying the assumptions made in model fits to

absorption spectra such as in Fig. 17.  Second, confining the fluorescence excitation yield to

the characteristic fluorescence energy means that we do not observe the tails which display

the large Lorentzian lifetime broadening of the core hole.  As a result, the contribution of the

tails does not appear in the HRXY, and the resonance and threshold structure is manifested

at an apparently higher resolution.  This is in contrast with the total absorption spectrum,
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which sums over all final states.  Indeed, as shown in Fig. 21, the HRXY has a sharper

onset and intensity spike in the resonance and threshold region than does the absorption

cross section.  In addition, at ª30 eV above threshold, the HRXY appears to be insensitive

to multielectron excitation features in the absorption spectrum.80  Multielectron excitations

give rise to satellite peaks in x-ray emission,39 which presumably are excluded from the

fluorescence yield measured here at the Ka1 peak energy.  We conclude that by selecting

a narrow band of final states, the HRXY gives information on resonance and threshold

structure which complements total absorption cross section studies.  More detailed

information on atomic XRRS will result from future studies using higher resolution of both the

incident and emitted x-rays.

8. X-ray polarization anisotropy of aligned molecules

     The atoms or molecules present in the target gas cell of the x-ray spectrometer in Fig. 14

are randomly oriented in space.  However, x-ray absorption will generally produce an

anisotropic state due to the transfer of angular momentum from the absorbed photon and

due to its directionality and polarization.  The anisotropy of the excited state will be reflected

in the polarization and angular distribution of emitted x-rays.82,83  Gel'mukhanov and

Mazalov84 predicted that excitation of molecules near threshold to states of specific

symmetry will result in polarized x-ray fluorescence.  This effect was observed by Lindle et

al.48 in Cl K-V resonant x-ray fluorescence from CH3Cl and was followed by several

experimental studies in which the x-ray spectrometer of Fig. 14 was rotated to measure

either the polarization48-50,52-54 or angular distribution51,55,56 of emitted x-rays.

     As discussed in the Section 6, the linear polarization of the incident x-ray beam and the

polarization selectivity of the curved-crystal spectrometer in Fig. 14 both approach 100% in

many cases.  Partial polarization of the incident beam and partial selectivity of the curved

crystal can be treated, but for simplicity here we assume 100% for both.  We also assume
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that x-ray absorption and emission are well described as electric-dipole transitions, an

approximation that was recently shown to break down in the case of resonant x-ray

emission from Cl2.52  The Cl2 case will be discussed in the next section.  Here we discuss

experiments for which the electric-dipole approximation is expected to be valid.

     X-ray absorption produces an anisotropic ensemble of core-excited atoms or molecules

which has cylindrical symmetry around the polarization vector of the incident x-ray beam in

Fig. 14.  The photoexcited system is also symmetric with respect to reflection in the plane

normal to the incident polarization vector.  An excited system with these symmetry

properties is said to be "aligned," and the symmetry properties are retained in the emitted

x-ray patterns.82,83  The angular distributions and polarizations of emitted x-rays can be

characterized by measurements of x-rays emitted in the plane normal to the incident x-ray

beam, with their polarization vectors oriented either parallel or perpendicular to that plane.

Defining q to be the angle of x-ray emission with respect to the incident polarization vector,

the angular distributions for parallel and perpendicular emission polarization are

II I(q) = I0{1 + R[3sin2
q - 1]}

and

I^(q) = I0{1 - R}

where I0 is proportional to the total intensity emitted in all directions and summed over

polarizations, and R is the polarization anisotropy.  The parameter R characterizes the

radiation pattern and relates measurements to theory.55,85  The symmetry properties of the

emitted x-ray pattern are contained in the above expressions.  For example, I^ is isotropic

and II I(0°) = I^, so the emitted x-rays are unpolarized at 0° (along the incident polarization

vector).  The measurement goal is to determine the parameter R for a given x-ray

absorption and emission process.  R can be determined by measuring the angular
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distribution of the parallel component, II I(q), or by measuring II I  and I^ at fixed q = 90°

where

R = 2P/(3 - P)

and

P = (II I  - I^)/(II I  + I^)

is the degree of linear polarization.  The expression for II I(q) shows that an intensity

proportional to the total intensity I0 is measured by II I at the "magic angle"

qm = sin-1(3-1/2) ª 35.3°.

With the curved-crystal spectrometer positioned in parallel orientation at the magic angle,

the relative intensities of the peaks in the XFS are proportional to their total emission cross

sections.  Measurements of R and I0 for x-ray emission are analogous to measurements of

photoelectron anisotropy parameters b and angle-integrated cross sections s for

photoionization processes.86

     A rigorous theory of polarization anisotropies of photon emission from aligned atoms

and molecules has been developed by Fano and Macek82 and by Greene and Zare.83  A

two-step model is used, but angular momentum quantum numbers are treated explicitly.

The formalism is typically applied to cases involving small numbers of well-defined

quantum states, i.e., atomic transitions and rotationally-resolved molecular transitions.  This

approach was used to understand the small polarization anisotropy R = 0.07 ± 0.03 that

was measured for Ar Ka x-rays following 1s Æ 4p resonant excitation.55,56  Large and

distinctly different R values are expected for different final-state multiplet components, but

the mulitplet splittings are small and unresolved in the x-ray spectra, which washes out the

anisotropy.  This situation appears to generally apply to resonant x-ray spectra of atoms,

that is, large R values are washed out by averaging over unresolved final states.
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     Experimental studies of x-ray polarization anisotropies from small molecules are more

feasible than for atoms, because the molecular field splits the valence electronic states b y

several eV, so they are often resolvable in XFS.  Electronic states and transition moments

must reflect the symmetry properties of molecular geometries, which provides the basis for

producing aligned molecules by resonant x-ray absorption and symmetry-dependent

polarization anisotropies in x-ray emission.  A simple, classical two-step model87,88 has

been used to qualitatively understand molecular x-ray polarization anisotropies51 and will

be discussed here.  However, resonant x-ray emission should be described as a one-

step, resonant inelastic scattering process, i.e., as XRRS but with uniquely molecular

features.  Recently, rigorous theoretical treatments have been developed for polarization

anisotropies in molecular XRRS based on the Kramers-Heisenberg formula.89,90

     In addition to Rydberg-like excitations leading to the ionization threshold as in rare gas

atoms,70 molecular x-ray absorption spectra display strong subthreshold resonances due

to excitation of valence-like states.  Perera et al.91 have studied the Cl K absorption

spectrum and Cl K-V XFS of CF3Cl.  The electronic states are labeled by the C3v

molecular point group symmetries.  For example, the Cl K-shell electrons are in the 1a1

molecular orbital (MO), and two of the valence MOs observed in the K-V XFS (see Fig.

22) are labeled 7e and 10a1.  A strong, well-resolved subthreshold absorption

resonance91 is assigned as the 1a1 Æ 11a1 transition, where the 11a1 MO is the lowest

unoccupied MO of the molecular ground state.  Transition dipole moments between states

of particular symmetries are directed along specific directions with respect to the molecular

framework.  The 1a1 Æ 11a1 absorption dipole moment points parallel to the molecular

figure axis (the C-Cl bond axis).  The direction of the emission dipole moment depends on

the symmetry of the valence MO which drops into the 1a1 vacancy.  Valence MOs of a1
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symmetry have emission dipole moments directed parallel to the figure axis, while those

for MOs of e symmetry are perpendicular to the figure axis.

     Parallel-polarized XFS excited at the 11a1 resonance and recorded at 0° and 90°

emission angles51 are plotted in Fig. 22.  The relative intensities of the 7e and 10a1 peaks

vary strongly between the two emission angles, so they have very different R values.  The

variations can be understood using the classical two-step model in which the absorption and

emission dipole moments are replaced by classical dipole oscillators treated as rigidly

attached to the molecular framework.  The expected R values are determined by the

relative directions of the absorption and emission oscillators averaged over molecular

orientations.88  Defining g to be the ensemble average of the angle between the

absorption and emission oscillators, the polarization anisotropy is given by

R = (3cos2
g - 1)/5.

The 1a1 Æ 11a1 absorption oscillator is parallel to the molecular figure axis, so molecules in

the target gas cell with their figure axes more closely aligned with the polarization vector of

the incident x-rays are preferentially excited.  A cos2
q distribution of figure axes with respect

to the incident polarization vector describes the alignment of the excited system.  The 10a1

Æ 1a1 emission oscillator is also parallel to the figure axis, so g = 0° and R = 2/5.  The 7e Æ

1a1 emission oscillator is perpendicular to the figure axis, so g = 90° and R = -1/5.  The R

values predict that the 10a1 MO has its maximum intensity at 90°, while the 7e MO has its

maximum at 0°.  The 10a1:7e intensity ratios measured at q = 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° for both

parallel- and perpendicular-polarization are plotted in Fig. 23 and compared with predictions

of the classical two-step model.  While the perpendicular-polarized intensity ratio is

isotropic, the parallel-polarized ratio varies by a factor of 6.  The parallel- and perpendicular-
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polarized XFS recorded at q = 90° in a separate experiment50 are also consistent with the

predicted polarizations

P = 3R/(2 + R)

which gives 1/2 and -1/3 for the 10a1 and 7e transitions, respectively.

     Large polarization and anisotropy effects are observed in XFS for the large R values

which result for resonant absorption to states of well-defined symmetry.  The sensitivity of

polarized XFS to molecular symmetry is its most useful application, as demonstrated b y

experimental53 and theoretical89,92 studies of H2S.  Above threshold, degenerate

continuum channels of different symmetries usually contribute, so the alignment of the

vacancy state and, consequently, the R values and observed polarizations and

anisotropies of the XFS, are relatively weak.  Nevertheless, in the case of valence

photoionization of molecules, the small polarizations produced in VUV fluorescence have

been measured and used to study photoionization dynamics.85,93  Precise measurements

of the polarizations and anisotropies of XFS excited above threshold could similarly

provide information on photoionization dynamics of inner shells.

9. Nondipole x-ray resonant Raman scattering from molecules

     The electric-dipole approximation to photon-electron interactions in atoms and molecules

is usually expected to be valid when the photon wavelength is large compared with the

radius of the electron's orbit.  This criterion is met for the case considered in the previous

section of XRRS near the Cl K-edge by CF3Cl which contains a single Cl atom.  The Cl K

ionization threshold ª2833 eV corresponds to an x-ray wavelength ª4.4 Å, which is large

compared with the radius r1s ª 0.032 Å of a Cl 1s atomic orbital.52  Molecular Cl2, however,

contains two equivalent Cl atoms separated by an internuclear distance ª2.0 Å, suggesting

that the XRRS process will be sensitive to variations of the phase of the incident and

emitted x-rays over the interatomic distance.52,94  This idea was confirmed experimentally
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and explained theoretically in an XRRS study of Cl2 that was recently reported by Mills et

al.52  It was necessary to treat the full exponential factor of the photon-electron interaction in

the Kramers-Heisenberg formula, which resulted in showing how the XRRS spectrum is

sensitive to diffraction-like structure factors.52  The discussion here will be limited to the

experimental observation of nondipole final states in the polarized XRRS spectra of Cl2.

We also discuss XRRS spectra of Br2, for which the K ionization energy ª13474 eV

corresponds to an x-ray wavelength ª0.92 Å, compared with the internuclear distance ª2.3

Å.  Predictions for XRRS spectra of Br2 were also calculated by Mills et al.52

     The previous section discussed how the symmetries of molecular electronic states and

transition dipole moments are related to polarization anisotropies of XFS.  Among the

symmetry properties which characterize states of homonuclear diatomic molecules is

inversion through the center of symmetry.  The states are either symmetric and labeled g

(for gerade or even parity) or antisymmetric and labeled u (for ungerade or odd parity).  A

selection rule for electric-dipole transitions is that the parities of atomic or molecular states

must change when a photon is absorbed or emitted.  For a two-photon process such as

XRRS, the dipole selection rule requires that the final-state parity be the same as the initial-

state parity.  This parity selection rule has been confirmed67,95,96 in the cases of XRRS

spectra of N2 and O2, for which the x-ray wavelengths are ª30 Å and ª23 Å, respectively,

i.e., large compared with internuclear distances.  Skytt et al.67,97 and Glans et al.96 discuss

the case of C O2, which also has inversion symmetry.  However, the parity selection rule

applies to the symmetry of the product wavefunction, electronic times vibrational, and C O2

has both even-parity (symmetric stretch) and odd-parity (antisymmetric stretch) vibrational

modes.  Still within the electric-dipole approximation, parity-forbidden electronic levels can

be populated via the antisymmetric stretch and result in interesting vibronic coupling effects
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in XRRS.97,98  For homonuclear diatomic molecules, however, only even-parity symmetric

stretch modes are involved, so vibronic coupling cannot account for observations of parity-

forbidden electronic states.

     The Cl K absorption spectrum and polarized K-V x-ray emission spectra were recorded

using the instrumentation in Fig. 14.  The absorption spectrum is plotted in Fig. 24 and is

similar to the spectrum analyzed by Bodeur et al.99  The characteristic XFS measured

above the ionization threshold is plotted in the bottom of Fig. 25 and shows partially-

resolved peaks due to the 2pg, 2pu, and 5sg valence MOs.  The above-threshold XFS is

not sensitive to the parity selection rule, because the unobserved photoelectron can have

the parity required to give the many-electron state allowed total parity in each case.  The

three occupied valence MOs are built from linear combinations of 3p atomic orbitals on the

two Cl atoms, and the unfilled 3p subshells also results in an unoccupied 5su MO.  A strong

resonance occurs in the absorption spectrum (Fig. 24) due to 1sg Æ 5su and 1su Æ 5su

transitions, where 1sg and 1su are the symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations,

respectively, of 1s atomic orbitals on the two Cl atoms.  The 1su Æ 5su transition is dipole

forbidden, but becomes significant in the Cl2 case for which the x-ray wavelength is

comparable to internuclear distance.52  The x-ray emission spectrum recorded on the 5su

resonance with parallel polarization is plotted in the top of Fig. 25.  A resonant elastic peak

appears in which the molecule has been left in the X1
Sg

+ ground state.  The remaining

peaks constitute an XRRS spectrum with bound final states described by configurations

with holes in the valence MOs and a 5su spectator electron:  [2pg]5su A1
Pu, [2pu]5su

B1
Pg, and [5sg]5su C1

Su
+.  Comparison with the above-threshold XFS shows that the

XRRS peaks are shifted to lower energies, and the [5sg]5su C1
Su

+ configuration splits into

three final states.52  The gerade final states, X1
Sg

+ and B1
Pg, are dipole allowed, but the
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parity-forbidden states, A1
Pu and C1

Su
+, are also strongly populated.  The XRRS

transitions are also polarized, as shown in Fig. 26.  Mills et al.52 calculated a perpendicular-

polarized XRRS spectrum for Cl2 which describes the measured spectrum well.  The ideas

discussed in the previous section to understand polarized x-ray emission in the context of

the electric-dipole approximation are inadequate to describe polarized XRRS from Cl2.

The full exponential factors in the photon-electron interactions in the Kramers-Heisenberg

formula are required and causes the polarization and angular distribution of the XRRS

spectrum to depend on diffraction-like structure factors.52,94

     The halogen molecules F2, Cl2, and Br2 are valence-isoelectronic, i.e., the occupied and

lowest-unoccupied MOs are built on 2p, 3p, and 4p atomic orbitals, respectively.  Mills et

al.52 used this correspondence to show how XRRS spectra for the three molecules vary

between the electric-dipole regime (F2) to the hard x-ray regime (Br2).  Thus, the dipole-

forbidden 1su Æ su resonant absorption is predicted to be negligible for F2, significant for

Cl2, and equal to the dipole-allowed 1sg Æ su resonant absorption for Br2.  However, an

important point made by Mills et al.52 is that absorption spectra are not sensitive to

nondipole and structure-factor effects while the XRRS spectra are.  As a follow-up

experiment to the Cl2 study, K-V x-ray emission from Br2 was recorded using the double-

crystal spectrometer in Fig. 15.  The x-ray spectra excited above the K ionization threshold

and on the subthreshold resonance100 are plotted in Fig. 27.  At the higher x-ray energies

involved, Si(111) crystals were not adequate to resolve the valence final states for detailed

analysis as in the Cl2 case.  Two partially resolved peaks were recorded in each spectrum.

The larger peaks apparently contain unresolved transitions from valence MOs while the

smaller peaks contain inner-valence transitions.101  The peaks recorded on resonance are
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narrower and shifted to higher energy, indicating XRRS effects, but the resolution is

inadequate to compare with predictions of Mills et al.52  The Br2 case represents a future

direction for development of both experiment and theory.  Higher resolution and sensitivity

are required to record XRRS spectra with well-resolved transitions from molecules

containing higher-Z atoms.  Theoretical treatments will need to include spin-orbit interaction

as well as nondipole and molecular geometry effects in resonant x-ray scattering.
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12. Figure captions

1. Cross sections for the primary photoprocesses:  photoabsorption (sPE), elastic

scattering (sEL), inelastic scattering (sINEL), and pair production (sPP) for carbon and lead.

(Data from Ref. 4.)

2. Feynmann diagrams for scattering amplitudes in a non-relativistic framework.  For elastic

scattering, w1 = w2 .  (a) “Seagull” diagram representing first-order A2  term; (b) and (c)

represent second-order p•A terms.

3. Experimental setup for measuring polarization-independent scattering cross sections

from gases.  The two Si(Li) detectors are placed 90° apart azimuthally around the incident

photon beam direction.  The scattering angle, q = 90° ± 3°, as defined by two collimators.

The incident photon beam is defined by slits and its intensity measured by ion chambers.

The incident beam is polarized along the x direction.

4. Typical scattering spectra in the vertical (y) detector.  The empty cell spectrum is

featureless, indicating no window scattering.  The two small features at ≈25 keV correspond

to fluorescence from In and Sn impurities in the detectors.  The light shaded areas of each

spectrum indicate the Monte-Carlo simulation of the Rayleigh line, and the darker areas

correspond to the simulated Compton peak.

5. Spectrum for Compton scattering of 18 keV incident photons on a He target detected at

90° scattering angle.  The experimental points are shown as solid circles with error bars.

The Monte-Carlo simulation, incorporating the detector response function and the impulse

approximation to the Compton profile, and the fit residuals (multiplied by 100) are also

shown.

6. Spectrum for Compton + Rayleigh scattering at 9 keV on a Ne target (filled solid).

When multiplied by 100, the effect of the kinematic cutoff of the K-edge (8.130 keV) on the

1s Compton profile is evident in the data.  The Si escape peak of the detector is also seen

at 7.3 keV.  These features are all included in the simulations.
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7. Simulations of the experimental response to the subshell-specific Compton profiles

within the impulse approximation for scattering from the 1s, 2s, and 2p subshells.  The

kinematic cutoffs produce asymmetric low-energy tails.

8. Spectrum for Compton + Rayleigh scattering at 22 keV on a Ne target for 90° scattering

angle (filled solid).  The darker filled region is the result of the Monte-Carlo simulation for

Compton scattering while the lighter filled region is the same for Rayleigh scattering.  The fit

to the data (solid line) represents the sum of these simulations.  Similar fits are also shown in

Fig. 4 for the other energies.

9. Detector layout for subshell-specific Compton scattering experiments.  The incident x-

ray beam points into the page with the electric vector parallel to the axis of Si(Li) 3.  The

beam bisects the region filled with Ar gas between Si(Li) 1 and Si(Li) 2.

10. Time delay between arrival of photons in Detector 2 relative to Detector 1.  The

"prompt" spike at t = 0 includes the “true” coincidences. The circulation time for a given

electron bunch at the Advanced Photon Source is ≈3.6 ms, giving rise to the broad

envelope structure.  The fine structure arises from the ª100 ns between filled buckets in the

ring.

11. (a) Energy in Detector 2 vs. energy in Detector 1 after the sorting for events contained

in the t = 0 peak shown in  Fig. 10.  (b) Energy in Detector 3 vs. energy in Detector 1 after

the sorting for events contained in the t = 0 peak shown in  Fig. 10.  Intensities are shown on

log scales in both (a) and (b).

12. Coincidence spectrum (trues = prompts - randoms) isolating scattering from the K-shell

in Ar.  Coincidences in Detector 1 are obtained with a cut on the Ka,b fluorescence in the

other detectors as well as the timing cuts.  In the region of the Compton peak, the “singles”

spectrum, shown as a solid line for comparison, is noticeably narrower than the coincidence

spectrum since it is dominated by scattering from the outer shells of the atom.

13. The coincidence spectrum is compared to the impulse approximation Compton profile

from Ref. 18.  Note that the onset of scattering is displaced from the incident energy, 40
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keV, by the K-shell binding energy (3.2 keV).  These data have not been corrected for the

detection efficiency cutoff at low energies.

14. Diagram of the instrumentation used for the measurement of the angular distribution of

polarized x-ray emission from atoms and molecules following excitation by tunable

synchrotron radiation.

15. Diagram of a double-flat-crystal x-ray spectrometer used for high-resolution x-ray

spectroscopy of atoms and molecules.

16. Xe La1,2 x-ray emission spectrum recorded ª27 eV above the L3 ionization threshold

to show the appearance of characteristic fluorescence.

17. Xe L3 absorption edge and fit to Rydberg and continuum components, from Breinig et

al.70

18. Variation of Xe La1,2 x-ray emission spectrum across the L3 edge showing resonant

Raman scattering and the onset of characteristic fluorescence.

19. Xe La1,2 x-ray emission spectra recorded at incident x-ray energies between 12.8 eV

and 2.5 eV below the L3 ionization threshold and plotted overlapping each other to show

the evolution of lineshape with increasing energy.

20. Variation of Kr Ka1,2 x-ray emission spectrum at excitation energies across the K edge.

21. Comparison of Kr Ka1 high-resolution x-ray fluorescence yield (dotted line) with the

total photoabsorption cross section (thick solid line).  The thin solid line shows the expected

(hn)-7/2 asymptotic dependence on x-ray energy of the one-electron photoionization cross

section,81 normalized to the high-resolution fluorescence yield.  Structures in the absorption

cross section due to [1s4p] and [1s3d] multielectron excitations are indicated.80

22. Parallel-polarized Cl K-V x-ray emission from CF3Cl excited on resonance at emission

angles q = 0° (top) and q = 90° (bottom).
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23. Angular dependence of the 10a1:7e emission intensity ratio measured using parallel

polarization (open circles) and perpendicular polarization (closed circles).  The solid curve is

a theoretical prediction for parallel polarization based on the classical two-step model and

has been normalized to the measurement at q = 90°.  The dashed curve simply connects

the perpendicular-polarized measurements, for which no variation with angle is expected.

24. Photoabsorption spectrum measured at the Cl K edge of Cl2.  The ionization threshold

and 5su subthreshold resonance are indicated.

25. Cl K-V x-ray emission spectra from Cl2 recorded with parallel polarization and excited

on the 5su resonance (top) and above the ionization threshold (bottom).

26. Cl K-V x-ray emission spectra from Cl2 excited on the 5su resonance and recorded

with parallel polarization (top) and perpendicular polarization (bottom).

27. Br K-V x-ray emission spectra from Br2 excited on the subthreshold resonance (top)

and above the ionization threshold (bottom).


